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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Tille
E. Course Outline PrepareI'

F. Department Chairperson

G. Dean

II. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours
B. Units
C. Prerequisites

Corcquisites
Advisories

D. Course Justification

E. rield Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

December 2009
Physical Education and Dance
DANC 120C
Advanced Ballet
Theresa Gensler

DanHaYes~.
Linda Squires c ~

4 Lab
2
DANe 120B or demonstation ofDANC
120B exit skills

None
None
Advanced ballet builds upon skills
learned in intermediate ballet, increases
ballet vocabulary, further refines technique
as well as builds strength, Oexibility and
endurance. This class is an elective for the
classical dance performance certificate and
is a required course for the pending dance
maJor.
No
Letter, PassiN0 Pass
J (Any combination of 120A, 120B, 120C)

[II. CATALOG DESCRlPTION
Advanced Ballet is a continuation of the theory and practice of classical ballet and builds
upon skills learned in intermediate ballet. Advanced ballet vocabulal)' and technique is
illlroduced at the barre and in center practice that includes double pirouettes (double turns
on one leg), jumps with beats, longer and more difficult combinations using demi~point

(3/4 point) and different styles of ballet.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Apply and integrate intermediate principles of ballet technique to advanced barre
work and center practice.

S. Identify and demonstrate advanced ballet principles and vocabulary at the barre
and in center practice.

C. Identify and perform the progressive sequential elements of an advanced ballet
class to build strength, flexibility, endurance, coordination and agility.

D. Discuss and practice different styles of ballet.
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E. Apply musicality appropriate to barre exercises, center exercises, and
combinations.

F. Discuss a brief history of ballet.
G. Relate ballet technique to other dance styles.

V.CONTENT
A. Review Intermediate Ballet Principles and Technique

I. Execution of Positions of the Body
2. Adjustments to enhance balance
3. Execution of pirouettes
4. Directions a step is performed
5. Intermediate Ballet Vocabulary

B. Advanced Ballet Principles
I. Demi-pointe

a. Pelvis and weight adjustment from moving steps to point of balance on
one leg in demi-pointe

b. Arm and upper body adjustments from moving steps to point of balance
on one leg in demi-pointe

c. Exercises at the barre and in center practice using demi-pointe
2. Pirouettes

a. Execution of double pirouettes en dehors
b. Execution ofdouble pirouettes en dedans
c. Double pique tour en dedans

3. Beats (Battus)
a. Exercises to strengthen beating action of legs
b. Direction of beats - front to back, back to front

4. Elements of an Advanced Ballet Class
a. Barre
b. Center Tendu
c. Adagio
d. Petit Allegro
e. Grand Allegro

5. Different Styles of Ballet (Cecchetti, Vagonova, French)
a. Position of the arms, head, and the body
b. Terminology

C. Advanced Ballet Barre Vocabulary
I. Plie: demi and grand plie in five positions with port de bras variations,

circular cambre variations, balances on demi-pointe
2. Battements: tendu variations with positions of the body, degage with shifts of

weight, frappe double en demi-pointe, fondu en demi-point, petit, grand, and
serre en demi-pointe, en cloche, en balen90ire

3. Circular Patterns of the Leg: rond de jambe en }'air en demi-pointe, rond de
jambe en I'air double, grand rond de jambe ala hauteur en demi-pointe

4. Developpe: variations in positions of the body, port de
bras variations, en demi-pointe

5. Arabesque: penche en demi-pointe, grand fouette
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D. Advanced Center Vocabulary and Practice
1. Center Tendu Exercises

a. Different styles of positions of the body
b. Temps Lie on demi-pointe

2. Adagios Exercises such as:
a. Grand port de bras with cambre
b. Temps Lie variations en l'air en demi-pointe
c. Developpe en demi-point
d. Developpe with different styles of postitions of the body
e. Attitude and Arabesque with grand fouette, penche

3. Pirouette Practice such as:
a. Double en dehors from connecting steps to open or closed positions
b. Double en dedans from connecting steps to open or closed positions
c. Double pique en dedans in retire derriere, attitude, arabesque

4. Allegro Steps:
a. Jumps from both feet: Royale, Entreche Quatre, Petit and Grand Echappe

Battus
b. Jumps from both feet to one foot: Grand Sissonne Ouverte, Sissonne

Soubresaut
c. Jumps from one foot to both feet: Assemble Double, Petit and Grand

Assemble Battu
d. Jumps from one foot to one foot: Petit Jete Battu, Emboite, Ballotte, Saut

de chat, Grand Fouette, Tour Jete
5. Travelling and Connecting Steps such as:

a. Grand Pas de Basque
b. Contretemp

E. Advanced Ballet Technical Combinations such as:
1. Tendu combinations using variations of positions of the body,

connecting steps, port de bras, balances on demi-pointe, double pirouettes
2. Adagio combinations using temps lie en I'air en demi-pointe, fondu en demi

pointe, developpe with variations of positions of the body, grand port de bras,
connecting steps, pirouettes, grand fouette on demi-pointe

3. Small jumps (petit allegro) using beats, connecting steps, positions of the
body, travelling steps

4. Big Jumps (grand allegro) using saut de chat, grand fouette, tour jete,
travelling steps and connecting steps.

F. Musicality
1. Faster allegro tempi
2. Accents
3. Syncopation
4. Variations in dynamics, rhythmic patterns and phrasing

G. Brief History
1. Key figures, social and cultural influences that contributed to ballet

technique, pedagogy, and as a theatrical art form
2. Characteristics that distinguish ballet from other dance form

H. Influence of Ballet on Other Dance Forms
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I. Terminology
2. Technical foundation

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

I. In-class Assignments
a. Practice advanced vocabulary, barre exercises, and center combinations
b. Identify advanced ballet vocabulary and employ advanced ballet terms in

memorizing and describing combinations
c. A notebook that includes lecture notes on advanced principles of

ballet, vocabulary, combinations, handouts, and video observations
d. Group project creating a 32-64 count combination on selected ballet

advanced vocabulary
2. Out-of-c1ass Assignments

a. Review and practice advanced ballet vocabulary, barre exercises and
center combinations

b. Study handouts and lecture notes
c. A written assignment

i. A written take home test on advanced ballet principles
and vocabulary

11. An analysis ofan advanced ballet barre exercise
Ill. A comparison and contrast of two different styles ofballet
IV. An analysis ofa person, social or cultural influence that

contributed to the art of ballet
B. Evaluation

1. Acquisition of advanced ballet technique and vocabulary evaluated by
the instructor through observation of the student's performance ofbarre
exercises and center practice

2. Participation in all class activities
3. Identification of intermediate ballet terminology
4. Completion of group project
5. Completion of written assignment
6. Accurate performance ofadvanced barre work and center combinations

C. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
I. Reference Books:

a. Grant, Gail. Technical Manual and Dictionary o/Classical Ballet. New
York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1982

b. Greig, Valerie. Inside Ballet Technique. Pennington: Princeton Book
Company, 1994

c. Hammond, Sandra, Beyond Basics. Mountain View: Mayfield Publishing
Company, 1981

d. Jhung, Finis. The Finis Jhung Ballet Technique. New York: Ballet
Dynamics Inc., 2007

e. LaPointe-Crump, Janice. In Balance. Dubuque: Wm.C. Brown
Publishers, 1985
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f. Vagonova, Agrippina. Basic Principles ofClassical Ballet. New York:
Dover Publications Inc., 1969

2. Dvds and Video Tapes:
a. Howard, David. Intermediate - Advanced Ballet Class, 1991
b. Jhung, Finis. Level Four: Centerwork on Jumps, 2005
c. Kultur Video. Dictionary ofClassical Ballet, 1985
d. PBS Series, Dancing: Dance at Court and Dance Centerstage, 1993
e. Vera Ilona. Ballet Class: Developing a Personal Style, 1988

3. Internet Sites:
a. www.abt.com
b. www.balletdynamics.com
c. www.wikipedia.org/wikilballet
d. www.youtube.com

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICAnON
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)
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